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Enthalpy of hydration of mgso4

Hydrated enthalpy is an energy change for converting one mole of an anus substance into one mole of hydrated substance. To find this number, it is necessary to first calculate the enthalpy of elution of each substance separately, and then find a difference between the two. The enthalpy of dissolution is an energy change that dissolves one mole of the substance in water. It is calculated using the temperature change of water, the heat capacity of the substance, and the weight of
the mixture. In this experiment, mgSO4 and MgSO4∙ 7H2O were used to calculate the enthalpy of hydrate between the two. Experiment A Styrofoam cup and stirring bar were obtained first and weighed together. This mass was recorded. 100.0 mL of deionized water was measured in a step-by-step cylinder and put in a cup with a stirring rod. The cup was weighed again and this new mass was recorded. The cup was then placed on a mixing plate set high from the medium and its
temperature was recorded every 30 seconds for 4.5 minutes. An unknown amount of MgSO4 salt was added to the cup. The cup was placed in a mixing plate and kept medium to high, and its temperature was recorded for 15 minutes per minute. Finally, we weighed the cup and recorded the final mass. MgSO4 and MgSO4 were repeatedly arranged at 7H2O. Results Measurement MgSO4 ∙ 7 H2O Trial MgSO4 Cup and Stirring Rod Trial Mass (g) 7.85 7.41 Cup Mass, Stirring
Rod, Water (g) 107.21 106.70 Mass of Water (g) Mass of Cup, Stirring rod, stirring rod, water, salt (g) 119.50 113.06 Mg salt mass (g) 12.29 6.36 solated molar mass (g) 246.476 120.369 Soled mole addition (mole) 0.3 04986 0.0528 Salt and water mass (g) 11.68.15.15.Temperature Mixing time (ºC) 20.90 21.60 Extrapolation final temperature of reaction mixture (ºC) 19.27 32.15 65 ΔT = Tfinal – Tinitial (ºC) -1.63 12.05 Reaction mixture heat capacity (J/(gºC)) 3.84 3.84 Heat
transferred during dissolution -4890.ΔHdissolution ( J/Mole) 14000. (14.0 kJ) -92600. (-92.6 kJ) Enthalpy of Hydrogen: -106.6 kJ Time (minutes) Temperature of MgSO4 ∙ 7 H2O solution (ºC) Temperature of MgSO4 solution (ºC) 0.0 n/a n/a 0.5 20.90 21.63 1 .0 20.90 21.63 1.5 20.90 21.63 2.0 20.90 21.62 2.5 20.90 21.60 3.0 20.90 21.60 3.5 20.90 21.59 4.0 20.89 21.57 4.5 20.89 21.57 5.0 (salt added) n/a n/a 5.5 19.57 26.50 6 .0 19.30 27.18 7.0 19.29 28.72 8.0 19.30 29.12 9.0
19.32 29.50 10.0 19.35 31.20 11.0 19.38 31.65 12.0 19.40 31.60 13.0 19.42 3 1.44 14.0 19.49 31.28 15.0 19.50 31.10 16.0 19 .51 30.91 17.0 19.58 30.76 18.0 19.60 30.58 19.0 19.65 30.43 20.0 19.69 30.23 Calculations To find the mass of water, I subtracted the weight of the cup with just the steering rod from the weight of the cup with the steering rod and water. To find the weight of the salt used, I subtracted the weight of theStir the water from the final weight of the cup. To find
the mole of the melt used, I divided the mass of salt by its molar mass. To find the temperature change, the final temperature was deducted from the initial temperature. To find the heat capacity Q of the reaction mixture, equation Q = ~ (mass of the mixture) * (heat capacity of the mixture) * (ΔT) was used. To find ΔHdissorution, a formula of ΔH = Q / (molars of solum) was used. Finally, the hydration enthalpy was calculated and ΔDissorution of MgSO4 was deducted from
ΔHdissorution of MgSO4∙ 7H2O. Discussion/Conclusion MgSO4 I was surprised that mgSO4 ∙ 7 H2O salt cooled the water while the salt was heating the water. It was interesting that two substances very close to chemical make-up could have such a different reaction in the water. MgSO4's graph on water temperature changes seems to be gradually jumping after adding salt. I think this is because my lab partner forgot to turn on the mixer, so the salt wasn't completely mixed at first.
Other than that, the procedure worked. -106.6 kJ hydration enthalpy seems pretty high. Water take 4.184 kJ to raise only 1ºC, so 106.6 kJ seems like a lot of energy. C. Delve into the chemistry of scientific experiments for chemistry. Not only are these chemical experiments fun, but they are also very educational for everyone interested in scientific chemical reactions and properties. In this video tutorial, we will show you how to determine the enthalpy change in hydration of MgSO4
(magnesium anhydrous). IT Chemistry: Magnesium sulfate is used as an example of how enthalpy changes are determined. Hydrated MgSO4 and Anemia MgSO4 dissolve separately to record temperature changes. DeltaH of Anemia MgSO4 - Hydrated MgSO4 = Delta H of hydrated enthalpy. Check out C's details in WonderHowTo's chemical science video. Music: Blues Corp by Kevin McLeod @IncompetechLicensed under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 has mastered
Microsoft Excel and take work prospects from your job to the next level Want to raise your career with premium A-to-Z Microsoft Excel training bundles from the new gadget hack shop and get lifetime access to over 40 hours of functions, formulas, tools, and more basic advanced instructions. Buy Now (97% Off) &gt; Personalize Acadmica.edu content, customize ads, and use cookies to improve the user experience. By using our site, you use cookies to consent to our collection of
information. For more information see the Privacy Policy.× This is a video on how to determine hydration enthalpy, I take magnesium sulfate as an example explaining how it was determined. Hydrated MgSO4 and Anhydrous MgSO4 dissolved respectively andChanges are recorded and Delta H of DeltaH-hydrated MgSO4= hydrated enthalpy of Ankon MgSO4. Please rate, comment and subscribe! Bruce Corporation by Kevin McLeod @ incompetech.com Licensed under Creative
Commons Attribution 3.0 1 Geotechnical Institute of Geotechnology (Mineralogy), You will find articles from Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany.2 Institute of Geology, Mineralogy and Geophysics, University of Rule, Bochum, Germany Klaus Dieter Grevel 1 Institute of Geogeology (Mineralogy), Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany. Find articles from Austria Artur Benisek 3 Fahiberreich MaterialForschkun &amp; Fisik, Abteiln Mineralogy, University of Salzburg,
Salzburg and Austria. Find articles by Edgar Dux 4 department of the Faculty of Chemistry, University of Hamburg, Germany. A. Dominic Fortes 2: Institute of Geology, Mineralogy and Geophysics, University of Rule, Bochum, Germany. Bernd Mahler 1 Institute of Geogeology (Mineralogy), Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany.2 Institute of Geology, Mineralogy and Geophysics, University of Rule, Bochum, Germany, Abteiln Mineralogy, University of Salzburg, University of
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Kate) and MgSO4.3H2O were obtained by solution heat measurement of T=298.15 K. The formation enthalpy obtained from the element is (Star Kate)=-2498.7±1.1 kJ·mol-1 and (MgSO4·3H2O)=-2210.3±1.3 kJ·mol-1. Star Kate's standard entropy is the temperature range 5 K&lt;T&lt;300 K:(Star Kate)=254.48±2.0 J· In addition, differential scanning heat measurement (DSC) measurement using Parkin Elmer diamond DSC with a temperature range of 270K&lt;T&lt;300K was
performed to confirm the reproducibility of PPMS measurement around the ambient temperature. Star Kate's experimental Cp data between 229 and 303K, fitted with the Meyer-Kelly polynomial, produced Cp(T)=107.925+0.5532. T-1048894· T-2. Hydration status of all Mg sulfate hydratesIn response to local temperature and humidity conditions. Based on the recently reported equilibrium relative humidity and the above new standard characteristics, the internal consistent
thermodynamic database of mgSO4·nH2O systems has been refined by mathematical programming (MAP) analysis. As can be seen from the resulting phase diagram, the star keyt is unstable throughout the T-% RH range. Due to the motion limits of kiselite formation, star Kate's unstable development may be possible under Martian conditions. Keywords: Mg sulfate - star kate - thermodynamic data — entropy — enthalpy-thermodynamics.astrobiology 12,1042-1054.A Three
different multi-shapes are described from laboratory experiments: MgSO4 and nH2O (1≤≤11) in many different hydration forms (Table 1). Most of them have been found as minerals on Earth (Peterson, 2011), and recent space missions have supported the presence of significant amounts of Mg sulfuric acid in Martian soils and sediments (e.g., Chipera and Baniman, 2007; Roach et al. referred to in 2009 and in it). Recently, enthalpy of formation from elements of keyserite (n=1),
sanderite (n=2), hexahydrite (n=6), and epsemite (n=7) (2009) was measured (Grevel and Majzlan, 2009). These authors then combined enthalpy data as a function of temperature and relative humidity with other experimental studies on the stability of some Mg-sulfate hydrates, including Epsité, Hexahidrito, Star Kate (n=4), and kiselite (van't Hoffman et al., 1912; Chou and Seal, 2003, 2007) 1 Obtain an internal and consistent thermodynamic database of systems MgSO4–H2O
with rigorous mathematical programming (MAP) analysis. As a result, a phase diagram shown in FIG. As concluded by Grevel and Magislan (2009), star Kate is unstable when it comes to keyserite formation, while keycelite formation is known to be very sluggish under typical dehydration (Steiger et al., 2011). Thus, FIG. 1 shows an extended field of star Kate's metastatic presence, making this phase a major reaction product of the dehydration reaction. However, star Kate's data in
the database of Grevel and Magislan (2009) was derived from estimates. Therefore, direct measurement of this stage was strongly desired to define the main purpose of this study. We obtained synthetic starkeyt by solutioning the amount of heat to water at room temperature. Star Kate's standard entropy was derived from low temperature thermal capacity measurements obtained with the Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS). Furthermore, enthalpy in the formation of
tri hydrate (MgSO4.3H2O) was measured. Different hydration forms of MgSO4 and nH2O (0≤n≤11) as described in the literature are literature step-by-step references α-MgSO40Rentzeperis and Soldertose, 1958; Fortes et al.1962; Yamaguchi and Kato, 1972. Fortes and others, 2007γ-MgSO40Rowe, 1967; Dimon and Kato, 1984 Key Seserite 1 Hawthorne, 1., 1987Reagent one hydrate 1 Sipera and Baniman, 2007; Grindrod and others, 2010; Steiger and others, 20115/4
hydrotb1.25van't Hoff and Dawson, 1899; Hodenberg and Kyun, 1967 Sanderite 2Ma and others., 2009a2.4 Hydratech 2.4 Chiterra and Baniman, 20072.5 Hydratech 2.5Ma and others., 2009bTrihydrate3Hodenberg and Kühn, 1967; Fortes and others, 2010Starkeyite4Baur, 1962, 1964aCranswickite4Petterson, 2011 Pentahidrite 5Baur and Lorin, 1972 Hexahidrite 6 Salkin and others, 1964epsomite7Baur, 1964b; Ferrari and others, 1973; Fortes and others, 2006 Meridian Ait 11
Peterson and the King, 2006; Peterson and others, 2007; Fortes et al., 2008Steiger et al. (2011) reported new measurements of equilibrium relative humidity to some stable and metastatic hydrated dehydration equilibrium in the MgSO4-H2O system (see Fig. 1). These measurements serve as an additional constraint for MAP procedures to obtain a revised internally consistent thermodynamic dataset of magnesium sulfate hydrates. Star Kate mgSO4·6H2O, in a drying cabinet (4
days) at about 320K (Steiger et al., 2011) (Fluka 00627 p.a.) produced in the Department of Chemistry (University of Hamburg, Germany) by dehydration. After verification by X-ray powder diffresting (XRD), the powdered substance was stored in a sealed vial in a drying cabinet and then sent to Bochum by regular mail. The XRD pattern was obtained by a transmission stedi P powder diffrometer (STOE, Germany) using Cu-Kα radiation. The XRD pattern was compared with the
JCPDS standard 24-720. Furthermore, powder XRD measurements obtained with Siemens D 500 diffrests were scanned every 2s between 3° and 65°2θ and collected before and after Cp measurements in Salzburg. MgSO 4 and 3H2O crystals were prepared at 105 ° C. without stirring 25% mgSO4 solution without stirring (Fortes and Leme Caillot, 2010). Crystals grown in this way are clusters of euhedral colorless plates 1 to 2 mm long and 0.1 to 0.5 mm thick (Figure 2). After
extraction from the solution, the crystals of MgSO 4 and 3H2O became somewhat dull. However, batches of crystals that were not unstable, as reported by Hodenberg and Kyun (1967), were stored in small glass jars for 10 days and endured repeated exposure to warm air (~30 °C) and examination under a microscope. Thus, some crystal fragments can be transported to Jena by email for use in heat measurement experiments. Once powdered under air, this phase hydrates so
rapidly that measurements requiring powder samples were not made with this material. The crystal structure mgSO4 and 3D2O in critical conditions were previously measured by neutron single crystal diffration measurements.Lau Langevin, Grenoble, France (Fortes and Leme Caillau, 2010), and thermal expansion behavior were measured by high-resolution neutron powder diffring at ISIS neutron spray sources (Fortes et al., 2010). Dimensions of room temperature cells,
a=8.1925(2) Å, b=10.9210(2) Å, c=12.3866(4) Å and the space group Pbca agree with the previously published values of Hodenberg and Kühn (1967) for the protonized form (MgSO43H2O) used in this work. For the solution calorific value measurement, a commercially available IMC-4400 is temperature microcalorimeter (Caloric Measurement Science Co., Ltd.) explained by Ackerman et al. (2009) at the Institute of Earth Science (University of Jena Friedrich-Schiller). A caloric
solvent (25 mL of deionized water) contained in a sealed polyetherether ketone cup of 60 mL was inserted into a liquid bath of a calorometer and kept at a constant temperature of 25 ° C. (±0.0005 ° C.). During stabilization (8 hours) and experiments (80 to 100 minutes), the solvent was stirred with a SiO2 glass stirrer driven by a motor located about 40 cm from the active zone of the instrument. A fine-grained star keyet sample was pushed into a pellet of about 20 mg and weighed
with a microbalance with an accuracy of 0.002 mg (as stated by the manufacturer). On the other, the crystal fragments of the coarse grain size tri hydrate sample were weighed and used for the heat quantity measurement experiment without pulverization. Immediately after weighing, the sample was dropped into the solvent through a SiO2 glass tube to measure the heat generated or consumed during dissolution. The solution was always newly prepared, and the final sugar content
of Mg2+ was the same in each run. This type of heat measurement does not require consideration of dilution (or concentration) effects. The caloric effect was calculated by integrating the heat flow rate between the reaction cup and the constant temperature reservoir. This thermometer was calibrated by dissolving 20 mg pellets of KCl in 25 g of deionized water. Before each calibration measurement, potassium chloride was heated overnight in a furnace at 500 ° C. to remove
adsorbed water. The expected thermal effect of the calibration run was calculated from Parker (1965). The weight loss of the two star Kate samples (50 mg each) was measured with the STA 503 thermal analyzer (BÄHR thermal analysis GmbH) at Rule University Bochum. The sample was examined with N2 rich air (1 atm) in the temperature range from room temperature to 600 ° C. at a heating rate of 5 ° C. / min. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravity analysis (TG)
signals were recorded simultaneously. Star Kate's low temperature (5-300K) thermal capacity behavior was investigated using a quantum-constructed physical property measurement system (PPMS).Established at the University of Salzburg. About 20 mg of the powder sample was sealed in an Al pan and the powder was compressed into a 1 mm thick layer (Dax and Bertholdi, 2005). The heat capacity was measured at 60 different temperatures and 3 times at each temperature
when cooled from 300 K at a number interval. The complete PPMS experiment for measuring Cp consisted of additional runs and sample runs. During the initial measurement, the heat capacity of the empty sample platform was determined. In the second measurement, the sample was placed in a frying pan and the heat capacity of the entire ensemble was measured. The net thermal capacity of the sample is given by the difference between the two measurements. To convert
PPMS data from μJ units, a uncertainty of 0.02 mg ± sample weight was adopted. K-1 to J· Differential scanning heat measurement &lt; measurement using a Parkin Elmer diamond DSC with a temperature range of 270K&lt;T&lt;300K was performed to confirm the reproducibility of PPMS measurements around ambient temperature (Dax and Benisek, 2011). The powder sample was placed in parkin elmer al pan covered with a lid. Measurements were made under the ar gas flow
and the manometer block was kept at a constant temperature of 243.3 K in the Parkin Elmer Intracooler. The growth of ice crystals on the thermometer block was prevented by dry air flow (200 mL·min-1). In addition, the cover heater was turned off. The full survey consisted of three separate measurements: blanks, references, and sample measurements. Before the sample measurement, the DSC was calibrated with a reference execution using a synthetic single crystal of
corundund (31.764 mg) with a heat capacity value obtained from the National Standards Authority Certificate (Ditmars et al., 1982). Two measurement series were carried out. Five experiments were conducted on Star Kate, and four were conducted on tri hydrate crystals. After the first two experiments with tri hydrates, the crystal fragments became white, and the measured solution gradually deviated from the first two results. Apparently, a significant amount of crystals have
started to hydrate. Therefore, the last two results are discarded. The thermodynamic cycle described in Table 2 was used to calculate the enthalpy of formation from the resulting enthalpy of dissolution of both hydrates of MgSO4. Thermodynamic cycle to calculate (MgSO4·nH2O), n=3, 4-reaction enthalpy (kJ·mol-1)1α-MgSO4 (cr)= (aq)-85.52a±0.91b (3)c 2starkeyeMgSO4·4H2O (1α) cr)= (aq)-18.45±0.17 (5)2 Trihidryl MgSO4/3H2O(cr)=(aq)-21.2 01±0.79 (2)3H2O (l)=H2O
(aq)04Mg (cr) + S (cr) + 2O2 (g)=α-MgSO4 (cr)-1288.5± 0.5d5H2 (g) + 1/2O2 (g)=H2O (l)-285.8±0.1e6starkeyeMg (cr) + S (cr) + 4O2 (g) + 4H2(cr)-2498.7±1.16 hydrate Mg(cr)+S(cr)+3.5O2(g)+3H2(g)=MgSO4/3H2O(cr)-2210.3±1 .3 Our starkeyt readings, −2498.7±1.1 kJ·mol-1, are about 2kJ·mol-1 more negative than estimates reported in the literature (Wagman and others, 1982; De Kock, 1986; Pavlan and Pitzer, 1987; 2009, Grevel and Magizlan). In the case of tri hydrates, the
derived enthalpy of formation from the element is equal to -2210.3±1.3 kJ·mol-1. As shown in FIG. 3, assuming a linear correlation between the number of water molecules and the enthalpy of the generation of each Mg-sulfate hydrate, the enthalpy of the generation from the element of Mg sulfate hydrate using the n-water molecule can be presumed to have a high correlation coefficient of R 2 = 0.99 (1). This high value is considered to be very good for estimated forming enthalpy
for Mg-sulfate hydrates. It should be noted that the correlation is very high, since enthalpy from the element (not the formation of enthalpy from oxides or enthalpy from MgSO4 and H2O) is taken into account. The estimated enthalpy of the formation of each magnesium sulfate hydrate is 2.7 kJ·mol-1 for Star Kate and 14 kJ·mol-1 or more for magnesium anhydrous, different from the characteristics determined on a trial. Due to the delicate phase equilibrium considered in this paper,
such a difference means a shift in the relative humidity of the equilibrium reaction at a predetermined temperature of 100% or more, completely shifting some curves from the T-RH space. Therefore, such estimates may be used as initial guesses, but will probably not be used for the correct phase diagram. If you use Eq. 1 to get an estimate of (Meridian Eyet) (n=11), it is −4584.3 kJ·mol-1 compared to the estimates of Chou and Seal (2007), −4579.8 kJ·mol-1. The difference
between the two values is also well documented with simple linear pitfalls where the alignment fits the thermodynamic data. Two different batches of powdered star Kate samples were analyzed. The first batch was open. Other batches were finely ground and used for Cp measurements in Salzburg, which were then analyzed. The weight of the untreated batch is 57.50 mg and the ground sample is 46.75 mg. Figure 4 shows the results of the ground sample. The results of the raw
samples are roughly equivalent. Star Kate loses water in five stages. The total loss was calculated at 36.9% for ground samples and 37.0% for untreated materials. These observations are in good agreement with the theoretical value of 37.4%. Therefore, we conclude that the grinding did not affect the state of hydration of the sample. As a result of analyzing the TG curve (FIG. 4), it was concluded that Starkeyt dehydrates to sanderite (n =2) in two stages. The water loss of 18.6%
is very well consistent with the theoretical value of 18.7%. In the next step,Occurs against kiselite - 27.8% weight loss theoretically observed 28.1% weight loss. The final dehydration of the keyserite seems to occur in two more steps. A single PPMS measurement was performed on a 21.618 mg ground star keyt sample. Samples confirmed to be star Kate by XRD just before and after the measurement had lost 0.124mg of weight during experiments considered in the data analysis.
All starkeyt measurement heat capacities are listed in Table 3 and shown in Figure 5. This low temperature PPMS data is described in table 3a, DSC data (around the surrounding T) of Table 3b. Star Kate's smooth thermodynamic function (Table 3c) was calculated by adapting this final Cp dataset to a combination of devy, Einstein, and Schottky functions (e.g., Boerio-Goates et al., 2002). Dax et al., 2010) and extrapolate this function to 0 K: (2) Starkeyt's raw experimental low-
temperature molar heat capacity obtained from the PPMS experiment, Cp, (J· K-1 Mole-1) σ-Cp (J· K-1 mol-1)
5.0670.0590.002155.4340.0730.001825.8280.0910.001056.2480.1130.002276.7050.1420.002157.1590.1740.001637.6710.2170.002018.2230.2720.002428.8130.3420.002909.4430.4290.0035310.1180.5280.0357510.8530.6830.0043911.6290.8610.0053712.4601.0850.0065213.3521.3640.0079014.3081.7030.0097415.3322.1300.0122116.4332.6530.0144117.6103.2770.0180518.8744.0310.0224720.2204.9370.0266321.6716.0150.0616623.2257.2560.0595124.8898.7200.0
475326.68010.4200.0651828.59812.4010.0657630.65514.6170.0785632.85917.1680.0912235.22320.0240.1117837.75823.1910.1308440.47426.7400.1582143.38530.5680.2107146.50234.7020.2016549.84339.1470.2276453.42743.9850.2587257.27349.1960.5469561.40354.4610.3297365.82560.1980.4681370.55866.2120.4188075.62772.5530.4339981.05679.1550.4977586.87585.7650.5352093.11292.6610.5713599.812100.080.60159106.99107.780.91490114.68115.250.8
8310122.94123.930.73427131.78132.170.90458141.28141.611.2296151.44151.080.88392162.40161.381.2763174.06171.531.1671186.55181.951.0242199.9 4193.061.0749214.26203.971.6468229.63214.971.7883246.10226.991.0373263 .71238.541.0712282.55250.611.1671302.62263.831.1103Raw Experienceal DSC Model Heat Capities, Cp, of Starkeyite around Ambient TemperatureT (K)Cp(J· K-1 Mole-1) σ-Cp (J· K-1·mol-
1)281.91250.960.5823286.39253.680.4351290.86256.480.4166 Smoothing of Star Kate's mordynamic function at temperatures from 5 to 298.15 K (M=192.4296 g mol-1) calculated from 29 5.35259.370.4786E2. Table 3dT (K)Cp(J· K-1 Mole-1)S(J· K-1 Mole-1) (H(T) - H(0)/T(J· K-1 Mole-1)-(G(T) - H(0)/TEinstein, Schottky parameters (Eq. 2) obtained from fit thermal capacity data; Tswitch=35.68 KT-
rangersθDneθEnsθST&lt;Tswitch4.0800271.32690.3346100.12490.018047.5581T&gt; Tswitch7.9937460.82157.73711013.32412.0108146.9466.9466.d(θE), and S (θS) are dubbies. Einstein, schottky functions, and nd, ne, ns, θD, θE, and θS, respectively, are adjustable parameters. In order to optimally express the low temperature Cp behavior for experiments, the data were divided into low and high temperature intervals. Therefore, two pairs of calibration parameters are listed in
Table 3d and should be used under and above Tswitch, respectively. As you can see from Figure 5, the agreement between PPMS and DSC data around the ambient temperature is very good. At 295 K, the latter is 0.13% larger. As expected for simple compounds, no abnormalities are observed in cp data. Star Kate Results Standard Entropy, 254.48±2.0 J· K-1 mol-1, Pavan and Pitzer (1987), 254.76 J· K-1 mol-1, and optimized value 259.9 J· Krevel and Mazlan (2009) from G-1
Mole-1. Obviously, 246.86 J· K-1 mol-1 (De Kock, 1986) can be discarded. All Mg-sulfate hydrates change their hydration status according to local temperature and humidity conditions. In their case study, Grevel and Majzlan (2009) performed a MAP analysis based on simultaneous processing of heat data and constraints given from related reversal experiments (van't Hoffman et al., 1912; Chou and Seal, 2003, 2007) According to hydrated dehydration reaction (3), standard Gibbs
free energy (kJ·mol-1) is given as (4) for this reaction, the standard enthalpy of the reaction. , reaction standard entropy; K, equilibrium constant. R=8.31451 J.mol-1· K-1, gas constant. Temperature of T, K; activity of H2O in steam; Mathematical programming deals with an expression-less system given by (1) phase equilibrium constraints resulting from reversal experiments and (2) phase characteristic constraints obtained from thermal measurements. According to reaction 3, low-
temperature brackets indicate high hydrated sulfates, i.e. T-% RH conditions in which the reacting material has been proven to be stable. The other bracket, on the other hand, shows the relative stability of low hydrated sulfate and water. Eq. 4: (5a) (5b) These inequalities can be rewriting as (6a) (6b) r Eq. showing the sum of the remaining terms of 5, It is kept constant throughout the MAP procedure: (7)Grevel and Majzlan (2009) Due to the limited amount of data available, the
magnitude of the error caused by this assumption is unknown &lt;// Tswitch4.0800271.32690.3346100.12490.018047.5581T&gt;However, it may not be large because the wide area is less than 100 K. Nevertheless, we currently have experimental data for important Mg sulfate hydrate xelite (Frost et al., 1957), Star Kate (this study), Six Hydrates (Cox et al., 1955), and Epsepmite (Gurevich et al., 2007). In the case of Star Kate, the data reported in this study in the temperature
domain T=229-303K (cf. Table 3a, 3b) listed the commonly used Meyer-Kelly polynomial (8) conformance parameters a, b, and c in Table 4 along with parameters of other minerals collected from Grevel and Majlanzz (2009). Some MgSO4 Hydrate Meyer Kelly Cp Parameters 103.124107.925203.1677218.7748b0.16960.55320.66870.7 In the 465c-1794051-1048894-4466548-4866544 survey, the MAP analysis conducted by Grevel and Majzlan (2009) was repeated. Stopped the
assumption ΔCp=0 for all reactions under consideration. The fume city of steam is calculated by grevel and Chatterjee (1992) state equations based on haar et al. (1984) data and is implemented in software used for MAP analysis (cf. Grevel and Majzlan, 2011). The standard state value of steam is taken from the lobby and Hemingway (1995). The equations given by phase characteristic constraints are defined by (9a) (9b) of each hydrate of MgSO4 and treated as variables in a
refine step based on the FORTRAN routine in the NAG FORTRAN-Library (Numerical Algorithm Group Ltd., Oxford). In the first run, the MAP problem was constrained by the same reversal experiment already used by Grevel and Majzlan (2009) depicted in Figure 1 (van't Hoff et al., 1912). Chow and Seal, 2003, 2007). Calorie metric values for Epsite, Hexa hydrate, Keyserite (Grevel and Magislan, 2009) and Star Kate (this study) serve as starting values. They were restricted to
change within their mentioned uncertainty. Standard entropy was taken from DeKock (1986), with the exception of Epschyth (2007, Grevich et al.) and star Kate, where they used new value. In the case of entropy, a data variation of ± 1% was observed during map analysis. The resulting values are shown in Table 5a, which matches both our thermal data and the humidity bracket. The purified standard enthalpy value changes only slightly (typically less than 1 kJ·mol-1) compared to
the starting value, meaning it is within the error given by the thermal measurement. On the other hand, entropy values have changed significantly. Maximum difference (2.9 J.mol-1· K-1) starting value 348.1 J.mol-1· K-1 (hexahydrate) was obtained. Standard materiality of Mg-sulfate hydrate obtained by MAPet al. (2011) Several new measurements of equilibrium relative humidity to metastatic hydration-dehydration equilibrium in the MgSO4–H2O system are reported (see Figure 1).
They concluded a good agreement of data with Chou and Seal (2003) on epsitite/hexahydrite reactions, but concluded significant disagreements with the Butterfly and Seal (2007) experiment for hexahydrite dehydration to starkeet, especially at high temperatures. Furthermore, the data of Steiger et al. (2011) are in good agreement with experimental data on the latter reaction provided by Lalemant et al. (1974). In addition, Steiger et al. (2011) presented data of reaction Epsemite-
keyserite +6H2O. In the second run, the measurements of Steiger et al. (2011) announced that they announced that they each announced that they each announced that they constrained map procedures to obtain a revised internally consistent thermodynamic dataset for magnesium sulfate hydrates. Steiger et al. (2011) provided no brackets and only provided equilibrium positions, so its overall accuracy (±1-2% RH) was retroactively added to obtain brackets that constrain map
problems. In this run, all starting values, including entropy values, were slightly changed (cf. Table 5b). FIG. 6 showed equilibrium curves calculated according to Eq.4 using purified data for different hydrating / dehydration reactions. In FIG. 6a, the data is constrained by the Chou and Seal (2003, 2007) brackets, and in FIG. 6b, a figure constrained by Steiger et al. (2011) data is shown. Obviously, (metastable) dehydrated hexa hydrate/star Kate is moved to a higher temperature
here. The invariant H2O + vapor defined by MgSO4·7H2O + MgSO4+MgSO4 corresponds to the lower limit of the hexa hydrate stability field and is located at about 7.5 ° C. and 39.0% RH (FIG. 6a), respectively, and is 10.0 ° C. and 40.7% RH (FIG. 6b). Both figures show calculated curves extended to temperatures below 0°C. The sublimation pressure of H2O was calculated according to Wagner et al. (1994). Invariants given by assembled MgSO4·7H2O+MgSO4·4H2O+ steam
modeled at 3°C and 32.9% RH (2011) were now found below 0°C. If the MAP problem is constrained by Chou and Seal (2003; 2007) data, this point is located at about -18 ° C. and 27.2% RH, and when the data is constrained by experiments by Steiger et al. (2011), about -13 ° C. is obtained at about 28.3% RH. Quantitatively, both figures are very similar to Figure 6 of butterflies and seals (2007). At -50 °C, epsymite-to-star kite (metastatic) dehydration occurs at about 20% RH,
and the epsyte-keycelite reaction is ca. Occurs at 25% RH; this behavior is almost similar in Figures 6a and 6b, slightly different from that of Steiger et al. (2011), which calculates equilibrium humidity at this temperature to about 12% RH.It should be noted that 15% RH. Steiger et al. (2011) calculate the vapor pressure on subzero temperatures, i.e., the overcooled liquid water, based on the pure water standard state at high temperatures to p0. When sublimation pressure, or
saturated vapor pressure on ice represented by the ice line of the diagram, is used, the equilibrium humidity calculated at T=-50°C is 21% RH for epsepte-star keyate transitions and 25.6% RH for epsité-chiieserite transitions. So there is actually an excellent agreement with the calculations at low temperatures. As Chou and Seal (2007) and Steiger et al. (2011) have already pointed out, magnesium sulfate hydrates may play a dominant role in water circulation on Mars through
hydration and dehydration reactions containing atmospheric moisture during the Nikkei cycle of heating and cooling. Meridianite (n=11) and Epsemite (n=7) are stable when relative humidity at night is high, and keyserite (n=1) is a stable phase during martian day conditions. Star Kate (n=4) is unstable throughout the T-%RH range. Keyserite and higher hydrated phases, the so-called multi hydrated sulfates, undoubtedly exist on Mars, but the exact nature of the latter stage has not
been known until now. Possible candidates include hydrated sulfates (Roach et al., 2009), which contain not only higher hydrated sulfates, but also other cythione and double compounds such as broedite. Motion limits strong in Mg-sulfate equilibrium can prevent kiselite hydration (Baniman and Chipera, 2006). It is also believed that dehydration to kiselite is very low. Thus, star Kate's metastable formation is also possible under Martian conditions. While advantageous from a
thermodynamic point of view, low temperatures on Mars can slow down reaction speeds that are too short for daily cycling to allow for significant changes in hydration status. This can explain the occurrence of both keycelite and high hydrated sulfate. The interpretation of the potential role of magnesium sulfate hydrates in the martian water circulation must be approached with caution due to uncertainty in the reaction path at low temperatures on the Martian surface. In addition,
further experimental data is needed at subzero temperatures to bracket Mg-sulfate stability. Nevertheless, this study constrains the storage conditions of the metastable four-sided and trihed hydrates of MgSO4, an essential requirement for interpreting possible detection of these species by the mineralogy package of the upcoming Curiosity Mars rover, including in-sed-ray diffring. The study derived two slightly different sets of thermodynamic data internally for several MgSO4
hydrates by mathematical programming procedure.For starkeyts based on thermal measurements. These sets are based on the brackets provided by Steiger et al.'s new equilibrium experiment (2011) and on the other hand, butterflies and seals (2003, 2007) (Fig. 1). The deviation from the input value is significantly smaller if the MAP problem is constrained by the scattered Steiger et al. (2011) data than the shoe and seal (2003, 2007) data. Since the treatment of hexahydrite-
starkeet equilibrium by Steiger et al. (2011) is also consistent with the solubleness of all two solids (Steiger, personal communication), it is preferable to use the data described in Table 5b. However, both data sets are internally consistent. In order to further constrain the data, lower temperature heat measurement data is necessary. The references van't Hoff et al. (1912) of 11Grevel and Majzlan (2009) correspond to van't Hoff et al. (1901) given by Steiger et al. (2011). This work is
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